LANE CLOSURES
Eastbound Century Blvd at Avion Dr
Saturday, March 9 at 12AM continuous through Tuesday, March 12 at 12AM

ACTIVITY
To facilitate work for the Automated People Mover project, three lanes on eastbound Century Boulevard at Avion Drive, including a portion of Avion Drive, will be closed Saturday, March 9 at 12AM continuous through Tuesday, March 12 at 12AM (72 hours). One lane of through traffic on eastbound Century Boulevard will be maintained at all times; westbound Century Boulevard is not impacted.

To help facilitate the flow of traffic, the following will also be closed: Two left turn lanes from eastbound Century Boulevard to northbound Avion Drive (or to U-turn toward LAX via westbound Century Boulevard); southbound Avion Drive through traffic or left turn to eastbound Century Boulevard (must turn right to westbound Century Boulevard).

Pedestrians will be detoured to the Airport Boulevard intersection. Flaggers and signage will be in place to assist with wayfinding and maintenance of traffic, including at the Century Boulevard and Avion Drive intersection. Please use caution when traveling near construction areas and plan ahead for potential delays.
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